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Digital Genome marks the beginning of new paradigm in personalization  

Dublin, Nov 4, 2014 -  
 
Loop AI Labs changes the game of personalization by making leading AI technology available to 
everyone. 
 
Personalization today is not very personal. People know it, and they want more. But unless you’re a 
company with a team of crack scientists, you’ll have to settle for scant information like age, gender, and 
past purchases. Until now. 
 
Our platform understands people in the context of their ongoing lives, and makes this information 
available to anyone who wishes to create a rich, personalized user experience. Ultimately,  it will evolve 
the way people and things connect. With an instant deep understanding of the people behind their 
users, companies can engage them at the first point of contact. 
 
Loop AI Labs has been working for the last two years in stealth mode to achieve a significant 
breakthrough.  We built the Digital Genome -- a deep profile of any person or thing, learned from data 
that remained untapped until now. For the first time, developers of any background or experience level 
can leverage a deep description of their users and join us in igniting a new era in intelligent 
personalization. 
 
We are ready to release our Digital Genome Beta API to the public. 
 
“With the launch of the Digital Genome API, we are the first to open an opportunity to a significant 

breakthrough in personalization. We see a world where people’s lives are made easier with an 



expanding number of services automatically adapting to their needs,” says Anna Gatti, COO and 
founder of Loop AI Labs. “To kick off the change, we are making our technology available in private 
Beta for ten partners with compelling ideas this year, and will be broadening that availability in 2015.” 
 
Loop AI Labs was selected from the large number of applications to be part of the BETA program at the 
2014 Dublin Web Summit, and will be exhibiting the Digital Genome at the event in November, 
alongside many of the most disruptive startups in the world.  
 
“We believe there is a huge market in the AI space as it relates to personalization. There is definitely a 
technical barrier to enter in this space and the Loop AI Labs team has built a new generation of AI that 
puts them a leap ahead” says Peter Liu, Chairman of WI Harper Group the lead investor on the 
company’s first venture round. 
 
“We have found a partner in WI Harper Group, that immediately understood our technology and 
ambitious vision, and will support our global roll-out with capital and access to its global network.” says 
Gianmauro Calafiore, CEO and founder at Loop AI Labs. 
 
http://loop.ai 

About Loop AI Labs 

Loop AI Labs is igniting intelligent personalization and is first in making a rich, instant deep 
personalization available for everyone.  

Founded in 2012 in San Francisco, the company has developed new generation Artificial 
Intelligence to build the Digital Genome, a deep rich profile of people automatically created by 
understanding and reasoning on social interactions, social posts, social likes, follows, product 
touches, and any other kind of unstructured data generated by people and things. The Digital 
Genome can be easily accessed by everyone through the Digital Genome API. 

Loop AI Labs is a team of  scientists and engineers drawn from prominent institutions that include 
SRI International, Stanford University, Google, Youtube and Skype.  

About WI Harper 

Founded in 1993, WI Harper Group is one of the founding venture capital franchises in Greater 
China. The firm invests in early and expansion stage companies with significant operations in 
China and aspirations to become global leaders. We are an active partner with a track record of 
over 300 investments in the technology, clean technology and health care sectors. The firm 
manages over $750 million in committed capital from our offices in Beijing, Taipei and San 
Francisco. For more information, please visit www.wiharper.com. 
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